Long-term outcomes of pediatric hypospadias and surgical intervention
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Abstract: Hypospadias is one of the most commonly diagnosed male congenital disorders. Many surgical techniques are described and complications often reported include fistula, wound dehiscence, and meatal stenosis. Many surgeons still believe that hypospadias should be surgically corrected before the age of 12 months. However, it is clear that the longer the follow up, the more complications are reported. Correction of a failed hypospadias repair in adult patients can be challenging. While the need for repair of proximal hypospadias during childhood is evident, distal repair during childhood is questionable. Evidence suggests that the psychosexual and functional outcomes of nonoperated distal hypospadias in the adult population are good. Therefore, the benefit of surgery and the burden of complications must be carefully evaluated. This paper highlights the difficulties inherent in decisions related to the assessment of hypospadias, the need for repair, and the paucity of good long-term data.
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What is hypospadias?

Hypospadias occurs in 1/300 to 1/250 live male births and there has been a documented increase in its incidence, especially in developed countries. The underlying defect is the incomplete tubularization of the urethral folds during embryonic development. Its etiology is unknown, however genetic, developmental, endocrine, and environmental factors are probably involved in its pathogenesis.

The classic hypospadias triad consists of a proximal and ventrally positioned urethral meatus, a dorsal hooded foreskin, and ventral chordee (see Figure 1).

The position of the urethral meatus can be classified as distal (glandular, coronal, or subcoronal, 60% to 65% of cases), middle (midpenile, 20% to 30% of cases), or posterior or proximal (posterior penile, penoscrotal, scrotal, or perineal, 10% to 15% of cases). Recent data confirm that meatal position alone is not a reliable measure of severity (see Figure 2). The meatus may appear distal, but with poor quality underlying spongiosum and skin, reconstruction may require the urethra to be opened to healthy tissue, converting a distal appearance to a proximal problem. Therefore, the proximity of corpus spongiosum division is a better indicator of severity, combined with the quality of the urethral plate, degree of penile curvature and glanular size. Some would rather remove subjective terms such as “severity” from discussion and formulate a more objective terminology – this has yet to be done.

It remains true that assessment can only be completed during operative dissection when it becomes clear where the spongiosum splits and the quality of the urethral plate is apparent.
Many surgeons believe that hypospadias should be surgically corrected within the first 12 months of life, prior to genital awareness, which begins at around 18 months—a view supported by the American Academy of Pediatrics.10 While this stance is widely purveyed and safe, it is not based on scientific evidence.1,11

More than 200 techniques to correct hypospadias are described in the literature. The surgery can be technically demanding and surgeons performing the procedure must have a range of techniques at their disposal, allowing them to provide the best possible surgical result based on their findings at operation.12,13 There have been some improvement in outcomes, particularly in the challenging urethroplasty component; the works of Mathieu, Asopa, Duckett, Snodgrass, and others have been widely discussed, acknowledged, and published for their technical innovations in this field. Well vascularized urethroplasties using pedicled preputial grafts, preservation of the urethral plate, and the use of free mucosal grafts have all contributed to the body of literature on this topic. Two-staged procedures using free graft, introduced by Cloutier and modified by Bracka, have also been widely adopted.14,15

The description of so many techniques for a single problem may suggest a number of things:
1. The continued quest for outcome improvement—the most laudable and for many the most likely motivation
2. A wide spectrum of disease requiring a variety of surgical solutions
3. The absence of long-term data to reinforce the success or failure of one technique over another
4. The absence of a unified working pattern, and therefore, poor recognition of the need for standardization
5. The surgical ego and the desire to create an eponymous technique.

A recent worldwide survey of pediatric urologists examined trends in hypospadias repair and showed the meatal advancement and glanuloplasty (MAGPI) procedure to be the most popular for glandular hypospadias with good appearance of the tissues and glans. In this survey, the tubularized incised plate (TIP) procedure, introduced by Snodgrass, is the technique of choice in distal forms of hypospadias with urethral plate and good glandular and adequate ventral tissue. The TIP procedure, although feasible, is not widely used for proximal hypospadias. A two-stage technique is currently more popular, especially when substitution urethroplasty is required16 (see Figure 3).
Long-term outcome of hypospadias repair: pediatric urology perspective

The current literature reporting outcomes of hypospadias surgery is biased toward short-term or prepubertal outcomes. Complications range from 6% to 48%, depending on the length of follow up (7 to 62 months) and the techniques used. Reliable data with follow up beyond adolescence are sparse. The heterogeneous patterns of both surgery and follow-up make data comparisons challenging. Thus, recommendations for surgical decision making, patient information, and outcome monitoring are extrapolated from a basis that is less than ideal.

The most common recorded complications are poor cosmesis, fistulas, persistent chordee, urethral stricture, meatal stenosis, retrusive or proximal meatus, or glanular dehiscence (see Figure 4).

Short-term outcomes might not reflect the long-term outcomes. Some recent large retrospective reviews suggest that complications continue to increase throughout puberty. Recently, Spinoit et al showed that the complication rate of 10% after 1 year increased to 25% during long-term follow up.

Furthermore, evaluation of hypospadias repair in prepubertal boys probably has limited bearing on outcomes in adult life; pubertal growth alone can change the final cosmetic appearance and function of the corrected penis. Furthermore, psychosexual development is not yet complete. It follows that long-term outcomes of hypospadias correction should be evaluated after puberty.

Rynja et al recently reviewed all published series about long-term follow up of hypospadias repair in patients undergoing reconstruction at the age of 6 years and being at least 14 years of age at follow up. Only 19 studies were found, reporting 1027 patients of whom 180 had severe hypospadias. All studies showed a high loss to follow-up rate. The mean response rate of all these studies was 48.8%. On average, patients were operated on 2.7 times.

Figure 3 (A) Two skin grafts (in this case, two post-auricular Woolf grafts) applied to create a flat urethral plate – the first stage of a two-stage revision hypospadias repair. (B) End result of a two-stage repair.

Figure 4 Failure of adult hypospadias repair.
The results reported appear acceptable. Patients with hypospadias reported lower urinary tract symptoms twice as often, compared to controls, with dissatisfaction with urinary function, spraying, and deviation of the urinary stream being statistically significant. Objective assessment of cosmetic results was good; however, subjective satisfaction with penile appearance and penile length was lower in patients than in controls.18

Goyal et al19 reported on the long-term outcome of oral mucosa graft for hypospadias. Seventy percent of cases in this series were revisions. Most patients (81%) received a single stage ventral onlay graft, 13% a urethral tube, and 6% a two-stage procedure. Twenty-seven percent had early complications, with a significantly higher rate in the urethral tube group. The majority of those having received oral mucosa grafts had stable outcomes at puberty. The authors recognized the late presentation of some complications, including meatal stenosis, and therefore, recommend periodic assessments until puberty, despite good initial outcomes.

There is limited literature examining the use of uroflowmetry for follow up of hypospadias patients. Additionally, the results of these tests are not always easy to understand. It is unclear whether an obstructed flow pattern is a result of hypospadias itself or of a lower first-pass maximum (Qmax). In a study by Olsen et al,20 31% of hypospadias infants appeared to have an obstructed flow pattern before surgery compared to none in the control group, but in a study by Wolffenbuttel et al,21 this proportion was only 6%. Both studies used an ultrasound flow probe to measure the flow.

In 2004, Patel et al reported the long-term follow up of 30 patients from a cohort of 125 patients: 14 patients had undergone tubularized transverse island flap repair and 16 had undergone onlay procedures. All patients in this follow up had normal urine flows, with all Qmax values higher than the 95th percentile.22

Two studies compared two different hypospadias repair techniques and used the uroflow test as the outcome parameter. Scarpa et al23 observed more obstructive uroflows after TIP repairs than after Mathieu repairs (42% vs 14%) in distal hypospadias repair. Braga et al compared onlay repairs with TIP repairs for penoscrotal hypospadias. In the onlay group, 33.3% of patients had obstructed uroflow compared to 66.7% in the TIP group.24 These studies suggest that TIP repair is an obstructive technique. This is also seen in a study by Wolffenbuttel et al,21 where only 6% of patients had an obstructive uroflow before surgery; this rate increased to 41% during follow up.

However, Andersson et al25 recently published an article about uroflow and long-term follow up after TIP repair. Initially, after surgery, 49% of patients had a flow below the fifth percentile of the normogram, but after 7 years, this proportion was only 32%. Therefore, they concluded that there is a high rate of spontaneous improvement in obstructive uroflow after surgery. Proximal hypospadias was more often related to an obstructive uroflow, and therefore, this study concluded that the use of TIP repair for proximal hypospadias should be limited. This conclusion is in line with the study by Braga.24

In a recent review about long-term outcomes, Rynja et al reported a Qmax of 5–39 mL/s in patients compared to 11.9–64.4 mL/s in controls.18

González and Ludwikowski recently reviewed all articles about uroflow and hypospadias published between 1978 and 2011.26 In their study, they noticed that early obstructed uroflows improved spontaneously. Based on this review, they suggest a first test 1 year after surgery, around the age of potty training. Children with obstructed uroflow should be followed up more closely. However, the authors did not find any studies about follow up in asymptomatic patients with obstructive flows or with Qmax values below the fifth percentile. Therefore, the significance of this obstructed curve in asymptomatic children is not known.

Data supporting the durability of penile straightening procedures are lacking. Vandersteen and Husmann27 reported 22 cases of curvature more than 10 years after initial straightening. The median age of onset was 16 years (12–18 years). Therefore, the most critical point for curvature recurrence seems to be puberty, further underlining the need for long-term follow up.

In summary, these data suffer with a greater than 50% loss to follow up rate, wide case selection and technical variation, and a lack of validated measurement tools, making a realistic assessment all but impossible and emphasizing the need for standardized long-term, prospective data collection into adolescence and early adulthood.

Psychosexual outcomes: patient perspective

There is a body of literature comparing sexual outcome data in populations with hypospadias and control groups.

Patients with hypospadias express greater dissatisfaction with the cosmetic results of their surgery than circumcised patients (33% vs 5%). Follow up of the patients with hypospadias was discontinued at a mean age of 7 years,
whereas 40% of these patients would have preferred follow up to have been continued until the age of 15 to 18 years.²⁸

Berg et al²⁹ compared 34 postoperative hypospadias patients with 36 controls. They were interviewed about their sexual and social adjustment. The data showed that hypospadias patients had a tendency to be more withdrawn and socially isolated as adults. They had lower self-esteem and decreased capacity for social or emotional relationships.

Formation of body image and sexuality are an important part of adolescent development; it therefore seems important to understand outcomes relevant to this at the time of adolescence.³⁰

Vandendriessche et al³⁰ demonstrated that boys operated on for hypospadias had a significantly lower score on the self-perception profile for adolescents but had normal social, psychosocial, and sexual development compared to the normal population. However, it is important to note that in this study, a significant amount of boys declined participation because of continuing consequences of hypospadias in their lives. Therefore, those at highest risk of psychosocial and sexual problems may have self-excluded from this study.

Other studies have given a different perspective. Shönbucher et al³¹ showed that boys with corrected hypospadias may show a psychosexual development similar to healthy children. This study suggested that the later corrective surgery was completed, the more likely patients were to be insecure with gender role behavior. This gender role behavior was not related to the degree of hypospadias – the inference is that the timing of surgery in relation to age, and possibly puberty, is important.

In a recent literature review, Rynja et al³² showed that hypospadias patients are as sexually active as controls, but less satisfied with sexual functioning and have intimate relationships less often. Outcomes were slightly worse with proximal hypospadias.

All the above mentioned studies compare operated hypospadias patients with the normal population. The data are somewhat inconclusive. It is also interesting to note that there have been population-based studies that have identified non-operated hypospadias without any apparent difficulty; these will be discussed later.

**Failed hypospadias repair: a reconstructive surgeon’s perspective**

Where hypospadias has always been a core interest of pediatric urologists, nowadays, adult urologists subspecializing in urethral and penile reconstruction are becoming increasingly involved with the long-term complications of hypospadias. Although naturally skewed, these outcomes are an essential part of long-term follow up for hypospadias (and other congenital conditions treated in childhood).

Patients presenting to the reconstructive surgeon can be divided into two categories. One group of patients has ongoing problems such as fistulae, residual hypospadias penile curvature, and cosmetically unacceptable glanular or penile skin appearance. Some of these deformities may be perceived as being worse than the primary disease.

In the other group of patients, hypospadias surgery may fail many years after achieving initially successful functional and cosmetic results with primary repair. Urethral stricture may develop some time after initial hypospadias surgery.³² These patients present long after pediatric follow up has stopped and are a complex surgical challenge with an acknowledged high complication rate.³³

A reliable rate of incidence of failed hypospadias in the adult population is unknown. Most adults with failed repair do not present to the pediatric urologist who first performed their surgery, which makes it difficult to calculate the real failure rate in adulthood.

In a recent analysis of 1776 patients with failed hypospadias repair, it was revealed that 16.4% of patients with failed repair had primary distal hypospadias and most patients underwent more than one operation to repair the primary defect.³⁴ These data conflict with data reported by pediatric and plastic surgeons who suggest that most children are treated with a one-stage procedure with a high success rate, especially with distal disease.

In this study it was also seen that in patients who presented with penile strictures, 51% had failed hypospadias repair.³⁴ There are a number of theories as to why strictures develop in adults previously treated for hypospadias, including: a scarred or poorly vascularized urethra that fails to grow adequately during adolescence; absence of the corpus spongiosum, which serves as a shock absorber during sexual activity; Balanitis xerotica obliterans is a major reason for penile strictures. Data are not clear as to whether those previously treated for hypospadias have a higher than expected incidence of this condition.

In some series, 25.5% of complications were only related to the urethra.³⁵ Another complication is damage to the corpora cavernosa. The aesthetic appearance of
the genitalia is also important. A collaborative approach including urethral surgeons and surgeons skilled in penile reconstructive surgery can ensure optimal cosmetic and functional outcomes. Among patients who presented with failed hypospadias repair, 13.4% required corpora cavernosa grafting to repair residual curvature.

The success rate of surgery for failed hypospadias repair when only the urethra was involved was 89.7%; however, when multiple compartments had to be corrected, the success rate dropped to 79.5%, even in an expert, high volume center.33

Senkul et al33 reported a success rate of 72.5% in adult patients with failed hypospadias repair.

Data from these studies confirm that it is important to extend the follow up period beyond puberty to such time when genital maturation is complete. They highlight the need for long-term prospective data collection as there is a clear disparity between the short-term data presented by pediatric urology and that from adult centers. Both have significant and opposite biases; neither will answer the question in isolation.

**Outcome of untreated hypospadias**

Patients with marked chordee and a proximal urethral meatus will be significantly affected by their malformation. The functional impairment caused by milder variants of hypospadias may be less obvious.

A study by Fichtner et al36 found that in 500 consecutive men who underwent transurethral resection of the prostate or transurethral resection of a bladder tumor, only 55% of their study population’s meatus was at the glans. Thirteen percent had subcoronal, coronal, or glanular hypospadias without any functional complaint; 63% of these patients were unaware of their genital anomaly.

Another prospective survey evaluating every male patient who came to a general urology practice (for various complaints: eg, stones, benign prostatic hypertrophy [BPH]) identified hypospadias in 56 adult patients having a mean age of 53 years. Only two of these patients had fertility problems. These two patients had unrelated oligospermia. Thirty-two percent of the patients were not aware they had hypospadias. One of these patients had a meatus in the distal third of the penile shaft. Another 11% were only aware that they had hypospadias because somebody had told them. Of these 56, nine had undergone surgery for hypospadias as a child, and still did not have a meatus at the “normal” position; six had multiple operations as a child; and only one patient presented with a complaint related to hypospadias.

Ninety-five percent had been sexually active without any difficulty, two patients (18 and 20 years of age) reported they had not had a sexual partner.37

The mean age in both studies36,37 was rather high and the data cannot be regarded as exhaustive. They do suggest that foregoing surgery for distal hypospadias is a safe and reasonable option. There is no clarity about body image issues or sexual function in young adulthood and it cannot be assumed that all was well, but both studies suggest that normal relationships and urinary function are achievable in this group.

The Cleveland Clinic published their series38 on adult hypospadias patients with complaints related to the condition. The mean age at presentation was 37 years. Patients were divided into three groups: those who had undergone multiple surgeries for repair with significant scarring and tissue loss, those with delayed complications after an initially successful childhood repair, and those who had not undergone repair. None of the patients in the last group (n = 7) reported psychological sequelae relating to the cosmesis of their uncorrected hypospadias. Voiding difficulties were the major complaints in this group but this seemed to be related to balanitis xerotica obliterans. Four of the seven patients were also found to have an incidental chordee (this was not one of their presenting complaints). Although the study group with nonoperated hypospadias was small and the authors did not explain the degree of uncorrected hypospadias, these patients did not seem to suffer as a result of hypospadias or a lack of surgery.38

In a recent worldwide review about current practice in hypospadias repair, only 12% of pediatric surgeons were in favor of “no correction” for glanular hypospadias.17 In their discussions on whether or not to operate on distal hypospadias, it was thought that extrinsic factors, such as the views of the parents, might be more important than the actual appearance of the penis.37 Most parents want their son’s penis to look as normal as possible. Pediatric surgeons have to deal with parents’ expectations and that makes the decision to operate or not to operate much more difficult.

**Delayed repair**

The vast majority of literature about hypospadias relates to treatment in childhood, however, several publications about repair in adulthood are available. Almost all these papers report increased postoperative complications.

Due to the cosmetic nature of distal repair, some surgeons suggest delaying them until adolescence. An older patient has greater awareness of his condition and is able to make
independent decisions. However, some reports suggest a worse outcome when hypospadias is repaired at a later age. Until the psychological outcome of nonoperated hypospadias during adolescence is known, this will remain a difficult issue to deal with.

Hensle et al\(^{39}\) published a 52.3% complication rate for hypospadias repair in 42 adults and 75% complication rate in cases where buccal mucosa was used. The majority of patients in this study underwent multiple repairs in childhood. For the ones who underwent primary repair in adulthood, the complication rate was 37.5%. However, these data show that whether primary repair in adulthood or treatment for late complications, a high failure rate needs to be anticipated. This may be because the surgery is technically demanding, it may be disease-related, or studies not concentrated at single centers may suggest problems with low-volume surgeons.

Secrest et al\(^{40}\) reported 190 adolescent and adult cases with an average age at surgery of 16 years. The overall success rate was high (94.4%), but low in 53 patients where urethral reconstruction was performed (45%). It is important to understand that hypospadias repair without urethral reconstruction is only possible in the most distal cases, where surgery has be regarded as principally cosmetic rather than functional. The difficulty is that if functional complications occur, a cosmetic problem has been converted into a functional one.

Senkul et al\(^{41}\) also found a higher complication rate when hypospadias was repaired in adulthood and significantly more of the patients required multiple interventions. The mean age in his group was 21.9 years. The complication rate for the primary repairs was 10.1%, and 27.5% for the recorrections. It should be noted that 14 of the 59 patients in the primary repair group only had MAGPI repair.

Marocco et al\(^{42}\) reported 190 adolescent and adult cases with an average age at surgery of 16 years. The overall success rate was high (94.4%), but low in 53 patients where urethral reconstruction was performed (45%). It is important to understand that hypospadias repair without urethral reconstruction is only possible in the most distal cases, where surgery has be regarded as principally cosmetic rather than functional. The difficulty is that if functional complications occur, a cosmetic problem has been converted into a functional one.

Senkul et al\(^{41}\) also found a higher complication rate when hypospadias was repaired in adulthood and significantly more of the patients required multiple interventions. The mean age in his group was 21.9 years. The complication rate for the primary repairs was 10.1%, and 27.5% for the recorrections. It should be noted that 14 of the 59 patients in the primary repair group only had MAGPI repair.

Marocco et al\(^{42}\) noted an increased number of complications in children older than 1 year compared to patients younger than 1 year of age (18.7% vs 3.4%).

The reasons for this higher complication rate in older patients remain unclear. They could include the difference in wound healing, postoperative erection, or differences in vascularity, but there is little evidence to support any single hypothesis.

However, when revision hypospadias surgery is compared with an age-matched adult cohort analysis with urethroplasty for other indications, no difference in complication rate was found.\(^{42}\)

Discussion

The initial outcome in most pediatric series for different types of hypospadias repair is good. However, the longer the follow up, the more complications are reported. A typical period for late failures is adolescence, suggesting the importance of pubertal development in determining a true outcome picture. However, many patients with complications presenting in adolescence tend not to present to pediatric urologists. Adult reconstructive urologists are important in informing the pediatric urology community of late failures. However, due to a lack of prospective long-term follow up, the actual late complication rate is unknown.

Therefore, long-term prospective data collection is urgently needed, but very difficult to obtain. This prospective follow up needs to be continued into early adulthood, at least. A reduction in variation of hypospadias assessment and improved standardization of surgical techniques – as is possible in a high volume center – is necessary to derive a true complication rate. Collaborations between different high volume centers and adolescent or reconstructive urologists will be vital in achieving this.

For proximal hypospadias, there is no doubt that correction of the malformation is functionally important. The necessity for surgical repair of distal hypospadias without chordee remains controversial.

The degree of childhood penile curvature that will inhibit sexual intercourse in adulthood or the long-term psychosexual outcome in these patients remains unknown.\(^{8}\)

Data show little functional impact on non-operated adults with hypospadias; this needs to be balanced against the potential for complications if repair is undertaken. However, there is no evidence to support any psychosexual effects during growth and adolescence.

Following surgery, not all minor complications seen after doing hypospadias repair warrant an additional operation to make the anatomy “perfect.” Meatal caliber rather than position are more likely to be significant with symptoms such as spraying of the urinary stream. The more operations done to completely reposition the meatus, the greater the risk of scarring and further symptoms, as supported by the increasing complication rates seen in published series for revision hypospadias repair.

Indications for revision of hypospadias surgery in the adult population include: a recurrent curvature, poor cosmesis, urethral obstruction, or fistula.

The complexity of some cases may benefit from a combined surgical approach between andrologists and adult urethral surgeons.

In summary, to date, the reports on the outcome of hypospadias repair are sparse, and results of prospective studies with long-term follow up are still lacking.
Functional and cosmetic outcomes are generally assessed in a subjective manner. Standardization of these assessments seems to be increasingly important.8

Studies comparing the sexual functional or psychological adaption and outcomes of patients who were successfully operated on for hypospadias with a control group of similarly affected, but untreated, individuals would be extraordinarily difficult to achieve, but would be of immense value.
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